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Season 4, Episode 23
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The One with Ross's Wedding



The gang heads over to London for Ross and Emily's wedding. Joey can't contain his excitement about London which annoys Chandler to no end and results in two of them arguing. While the guys are touring the city, Monica, together with Ross and Emily, visit the chapel where the wedding ceremony is supposed to take place only to find out that it's being torn down prematurely.

Phoebe tries to warn the gang that Rachel is coming to London to tell Ross that she still loves him. After the initial excitement about visiting England dissipates, Joey begins to feel homesick, however, one of the bridesmaids helps him to forget about it. Meanwhile, Ross and Emily's parents get into an argument over the bill for the wedding.
Quest roles:
Christina Pickles(Judy Geller), Elliott Gould(Jack Geller), Helen Baxendale(Emily Waltham), Richard Branson(The Vendor), Jennifer Saunders(Andrea Waltham), June Whitfield(The Housekeeper), Hugh Laurie(The Gentleman on the Plane), Tom Conti(Steven Waltham), Jane Carr(The Ticket Agent), Daniel Caltagirone(The Waiter), Heathcote Williams(The Older Guest), Peter Eyre(The Registrar), Olivia Williams(Felicity), Sarah Ferguson(Sarah, The Duchess of York)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 May 1998, 20:00
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